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New Body
Audio Adrenaline

Album: Some Kind of Zombie
Tabbed by: Bryan Cool (*)

OK, this is a new way I tabbed it, and I m sure you can figure it out, but just
in case here s some info on how to 
read this:
1) In the  Order  section, the words that are next to the # are words that are
sung while you play.
2) The words that have their own line are played in between #s. You don t play
during those words.

Comments, Questions, Corrections, etc. can be sent to me (*). Enjoy! 

G-----------------------------
D-0-------0------0------------    #1
A------34-----34---34---------
E---34------3-----------------

G-----------------------------
D-0-------0------0------------    #2
A------34-----34--3-----------
E---34------3-----------------

G-----------------------------
D--0--------------------------    #3
A------3----2----1---0--------
E-----------------------------

G-----5-----4------3-----2----
D--0--------------------------    #4
A-----------------------------
E-----------------------------

G------5545-------4434---------------------
D--00----------------------------------------    #5
A------------22-------------------12123434---
E-------------------------33--44-------------

G-----------------------------
D-----------------------------    #6
A-----------------------------
E--10/------------------------

G-------------7---------------
D-----9-8-9-------------------    #7
A-----------------------------
E--10-------------------------



G-----------------------------
D---0-------------------------    #8
A-----------------------------
E-----------------------------

Order:
(Rest for 5 seconds)
#1
#2
#1 (2x)

Never been accused, or been confused with a model on a cover page.

#1

Never could ve been a superstar in the NBA.

#1 (2x)

Can t run that fast, never could breakdance, can t jump a building in a single
bound.

#1

Anticipate, can t wait till I hear that sound.

#1
#3           The sky splits, I m moving, I let it freely take me.
#4           This must be, the moment, God picked to rearrange me.
#5 (2x)      You and I, want a new body. You and I, want to fly.
#7
#1 (2x)

Crutches left upon the ground, bodyparts lost are found, everybody gets to walk
today.

#1

No more tears and we will feel no pain.

#1
#3           The sky splits, I m moving. I let it freely take me
#4           This must be the moment, God picked to rearrange me.
#5 (4x)      You and I, want a new body. You and I, want to fly. You and I, can
get a new body. You and I, will never, never die.
#8           Never gonna die, I m gonna fly, never gonna die, I m gonna fly.

(Begin Guitar Solo)
#5 (2x)
(End Solo)

#5 (4x)      You and I, want a new body. You and I, want to fly. You and I, can
get a new body. You and I, will never, never die.



#1 (4x)
#3           The sky splits, I m moving. I let it freely take me.
#4           This must be the moment God chose to rearrange me.
#9


